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Challenges

1. Agreeing the sensitivity level and security controls for a dataset 
is still often a bespoke process with each data provider and 
research unit or Safe Haven provider

2. Many on-premise Safe Havens have limited ability to tune the 
security controls on a per project or dataset level

3. Creating and running a Safe Haven is complex and risky



Approach

1. Developing a shared model for classifying data sets and work 
packages into common sensitivity tiers

2. Developing recommended security choices for each tier to be 
adopted in project specific secure research environments (SREs)

3. Developing a reference implementation to provide a secure 
cloud-based platform for remote analysis of sensitive datasets



Model
We are making proposals for the security controls that can 
be applied in the areas of:
• Data classification
• Data ingress
• Data egress
• Software ingress
• User access
• User device management
• Analysis environments

We specify:
• How users should access and be managed in the system
• How data should enter/exit and be managed in the system
• How data should be treated with the knowledge that it could be 

combined with other datasets



Model
Our model proposes instantiating separate secure environments for each new research 
project

This is made 
possible by software-
defined infrastructure and 
will be commonly
supported by the public 
cloud



Classification Tiers
Tiers
– We recommend that environments are instantiated at five tiers of security 

restrictions. 
– Our model goes from Tier 0 – publicly available, open information – to Tier 4 –

personal data where disclosure poses a substantial risk to safety or other very 
sensitive data.

Work Packages
– Datasets should be organised into work packages, which outline the intentions for 

a phase of work, and contain the datasets which will be required.
– Work packages are then classified into tiers based on the sensitivity of the data the 

datasets contain, the work which will be carried out, and the damage that 
unauthorised disclosure could do.



Classification Tiers
To decide how to classify the data, based on what it contains, and how it can be used, we've defined 
three key roles in our model. Each role representative will separately classify the data, to help 
understand the legal sensitivity of the data involved, and the consequences of a data breach.

• Investigator - The research project lead, this individual is responsible for ensuring 
that project staff comply with the Environment's security policies.

• Dataset Provider - A representative of the organisation who provided the dataset 
under analysis. The Dataset Provider will designate a single representative contact 
to liaise with the Investigator, authorised to certify sharing of datasets with the 
researchers.

• Referee - A Referee volunteers to review input data, code and derived data (data 
which is computed from the original dataset), providing evidence to the 
Investigator and Dataset Provider Representative that the researchers are 
complying with data handling practices.
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Tier 0 environments are used to 
handle:

publicly available, open information

data which is intended for immediate 
publication
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Tier 1 environments are used to 
handle, combine or generate:

data intended for eventual publication

datasets where the only risks of disclosure are to the 
researchers’ competitive advantage

pseudonymized or synthetic information where 
confidence in the quality of deidentification is absolute

commercial information where the consequences of 
unauthorized disclosure are so low as to be trivial
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Tier 2 environments are used to 
handle, combine or generate:

pseudonymized or synthetic data where confidence 
in the quality of deidentification is strong

commercial or legal data where risks from disclosure 
are low
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Tier 3 environments are used to 
handle, combine or generate:

personal data where disclosure poses a moderate threat to 
personal safety, security or health

commercial or governmental data which is sensitive or 
likely to be subject to attack by attackers with bounded 

capabilities,  such as hacktivists

pseudonymized or synthetic data where confidence in the 
quality of deidentification is weak
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Tier 4 environments are used to 
handle, combine or generate:

personal data where disclosure poses a substantial threat to 
personal safety, security or health 

commercial or governmental data which is likely to be subject 
to attack by sophisticated, well-resourced and determined 

actors such as nation states



Recommended controls for the Tiers





What next?
Clearer
Simplify and further automate deployment and configuration process. Improve documentation and logging. Goal is a publicly released 
“v1.0” open source implementation that other organisations can effectively review and deploy.

Certifiable
Once we have an auditable, reusable v1.0, we'd like to start conversations with data providers and other organisations around how the 
community can leverage our classification workflow, sensitivity tiers and the fact our environment is reproducibly and auditably deployable 
to reduce the burden of demonstrating compliance.

Cheaper
Reduce the number of support virtual machines required for each SRE. Safely delegate responsibility for turning VMs on/off (compute + 
support) and creating/deleting VMs (compute only) to unprivileged researcher users (or at least semi-privileged project managers).

Cloudier
Support a wider range of cloud resources and practices within the secure research environments. Priority is platform-as-a-service storage 
and database services and larger scale compute. Support for self-service deployment of compute and end to end data ingress / egress 
process by authorized users via an easy to use web portal.


